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A wee bit about
Alasdair Gray
Alasdair Gray was an artist and writer who designed his own books, made
pictures to go within them, wrote words to sit alongside them as well as
making other things like murals, paintings, prints and poems. As a young
boy he would use books as a way of learning about other cultures and
exploring new places (sometimes real and sometimes imaginary).
He lived all his life in Glasgow and was interested in using familiar,
everyday things around him within his books and paintings. His most
well-known novel Lanark is celebrating its 40th anniversary this year.
Alasdair took over 30 years to finish this book, showing real perseverance
and resilience whilst writing it. What is the longest you have ever taken to
write a story, make a drawing or create something?
In Lanark Alasdair drew the front cover and a title page for each 4 sections
of the book. In these drawings he uses people and places he knows,
imaginary worlds and pictures borrowed from other writers and artists. He
loved looking at pictures and reading other writers works and would often
borrow ideas from them, changing them to make them his own. Can you
think of a favourite picture or book, how would you change it to make it
reflect you?
Alasdair loved making pictures out of everyday items like brown wrapping
paper, recycled paper, old books, pens, biros, ink, pencils and tipp-ex.
Sometimes he would redo areas so often that the pictures starting to
become 3D as he would layer bits of paper and tipp-ex on top until he was
happy. He would recycle a lot and was always happiest to make a drawing
or a story using the purest line or words he could find.

Image: Alasdair Gray, by Alan Dimmick
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ACTIVITIES
Book 1: Lanark
This is a picture of the Book 1 artwork that Alasdair
drew for this section of Lanark. He made a black and
white version then a colour one many years later.
You can see it is divided into 4 sections:
1. PORTRAITS
The portraits down the bottom are of friends and family
members of Alasdair’s. One is his Aunt Annie and
another his friend and fellow writer James Kelman.
2. A REAL VIEW
The view in between the faces are of a city like
Glasgow. Alasdair used Glasgow a lot within his
drawings and writing. You can sometimes see familiar
places like Glasgow Cathedral or the tenements. He
liked to draw them as if he was up high looking down,
like a bird flying over the city below
3. AN IMAGINED VIEW
The imaginary world behind has rocking waves, a boat
a whale or is this a serpent? Alasdair liked the Jonah
and the Whale bible story also Leviathan is a mythical
sea serpent in Judaism which he drew a lot, which one
do you think it is?
4. MESSAGE
Can you see that on the pillars he has written Let
Glasgow Flourish by Telling the Truth. For this Alasdair
has taken the Glasgow City motto (Let Glasgow
Flourish) and added a line – By Telling the Truth- as
being honest was something he aspired to be in his life
and work. Is there a well-known phrase that you like
that you could alter to make your own?
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Make your own
For this wee Gray activity we would like you to make your own artwork inspired
by Gray’s Book 1 picture. We have created templates that you can use to help you
frame each section or you can create your own. Alasdair would often use a lightbox
to trace from old drawings, you can do this to by using your window, putting
what you want to trace at the bottom and the sheet you want to trace it on over it.
Remember if you make a mistake you can cut and stick a new piece of paper on top
or use tipp-ex, both popular Alasdair Gray error fixers!
Remember the picture should have;
1. PORTRAITS: use yourself, family and friends. You could ask them to sit for
you so you can draw them from life or you can use images from books, photos and
magazines. Use the tracing technique above to help if you are struggling.
2. A REAL VIEW: what is your view out your window? Look out and draw it. If
you want an extra challenge imagine seeing it from above, like a bird’s eye view.
3. AN IMAGINED VIEW: what is your favourite imaginary place? Is it from a
book? Video game? Movie? ... or have you created it yourself? Draw it and make it
the most imaginative you can.
4. MESSAGE: is there a well-known phrase you can adapt to make your own? Have
a go!
Remember Alasdair liked using bold outlines so you can choose to create a black &
white drawing or add in colour, or be like Alasdair and do both!
WHAT YOU WILL NEED:
Use what you can find around your home:
pens, pencils, paper, tipp-ex
ink and extra layers of paper
ONCE COMPLETED:
Add your name, age and email it to mail@thealasdairgrayarchive.org where we
will make an online gallery to share them.
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Bonus Activity
Well done you have made your own Alasdair Gray artwork! Now how about using
this drawing as a starting point to create your own story? Think about the portraits
down the bottom being your characters, the real view being the place they live and
the imagined view being somewhere they are travelling too? What happens to your
characters, do they want to leave the real view and travel to the imaginary version
or is the other way round? Why do they need to leave and who or what do they meet
on the way? You could use your message as the title and this could help give you a
clue as to what might happen. Try to think of a story you like that you could change
or borrow bits from (remember Alasdair enjoyed doing this too!) he also wrote a lot
about his own life, so try to use your real life experiences as this will make the real
parts seem even more real.
Remember to have fun and experiment.
Thank you!
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